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Thank you for purchasing the tailgate ladder from Out-Rack.

This product was designed to allow easy access to the Discovery 3 and 4 roof rack, in
addition, the perfectly flat surface of the last step (in red fig. A) is compatible with rack table
slider from the Out-Rack line, installed below the loading surface of the rack

Contenuto dellaconfezione:

• Nr. 1 Ladder - A
• Nr. 2 M6 rivnuts - B
• Nr. 2 M6x16 bolts C
• Nr. 2 washers - D

Strumenti necessari:

• Plastic lever
• TorxwrenchT30
• Socket wrench 10mm
• Rivnut installation tool
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Unscrew the 4 bolts with a Torx T30 wrench indicated by the red arrows

To unscrew the first bolt on the left, it is necessary to lift
the rubber gasket covering it
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Using a lever, remove the inner plastic cover of the upper tailgate so you can access the inner nuts; it is not necessary to 
remove entire trim
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Remove the 3 nuts indicated by the green arrow using a 10 mm socket wrench (or joint wrench)
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Unplug license plate light connector and the rear camera connector (if any) as shown in the pictures
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Tailgate handle can now be removed
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Clean the area where the handle was removed with a non-aggressive paint cleaner
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Mark the holes indicated by the yellow arrows. Here the rivnuts will be inserted
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Enlarge the holes with a 10 mm drill bit
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Insert and secure the rivnuts with the appropriate tool
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Clean the top of the tailgate where the ladder will rest and remove the tape from the double-sided tape as shown
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Hook the ladder to the top of the tailgate as shown in the pictures
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Insert the 2 M6x16 screws where the rivnuts are and tighten with a 10 mm socket wrench
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Remove the two clips as shown in the pictures

Ladder installation in nuwo completed. To reassemble the tailgate handle, follow reverse procedure
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Congratulations!       Your Out-Rack ladder is ready to follow you on every adventure!

Out-Rack has a range of accessories to install on your roof rack such as: CB Antenna Mount, Led Bar, Fixed and
Swivel Worklights, and more.

For more information: info@out-rack.com


